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China Plays DJI Holdings Prices AIM IPO
As Fraspens Plans Float
LONDON (Alliance News) - DJI Holdings PLC priced its initial public
offering on AIM Monday, as ...
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LONDON (Alliance News) - DJI Holdings PLC priced its initial public offering on AIM
Monday, as Fraspens Outdoor Group Co Ltd announced its own plans to float on
AIM.
DJI provides products to the regulated Chinese lottery market, while Fraspens also
operates in China, providing outdoor wear in smaller cities and rural areas.
DJI Holdings priced its initial public offering at 100 pence, giving it a market
capitalisation of GBP130.5 million, and raising GBP15.0 million through the placing of
shares and convertible loan notes.
The company raised GBP9.0 million in the share placing, and a further GBP6.0 million
through the issue of convertible loan notes. Canaccord Genuity Ltd is acting as the
sole book-runner and nominated adviser, and North Square Blue Oak Ltd as lead
manager.
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DJI develops, promotes and distributes authorised lottery products in China.
It will commence trading on AIM Thursday. The company said that the listing will
raise the profile of its business internationally as well as providing it with acquisition
capital. The funds raised will support its planned growth and complete some recent
acquisitions, it said, as well as fund its investment in a new partnership with a
government-owned partner.
The company saw gross sales of over GBP80 million in June, bumped by the World
Cup. Removing this exceptional boost, it continues to trade in line with its
expectations, it said.
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Meanwhile, Chinese outdoor-wear company Fraspens announced plans to float on
AIM, with trading to commence in August.
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The company is based in the Fujian province of South East China, and was
established in 2007.
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In 2013, it posted a net profit of CNY70 million, on revenue of CNY413 million. It had
a gross margin of 32% it said. It sold 3.8 million products from 434 product lines in
the year, it said.
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Fraspens intends to implement a progressive dividend policy, it said, with an interim
dividend expected to be announced with its results for the half year to end-June,
and a final dividend with its 2014 results.
The company said that the funds raised by listing on AIM will allow it to capitalise
on the high growth Chinese outdoor wear market, by targeting cities and rural areas
that are not been served by international and larger domestic brands.
It said it will use the funds to contribute to marketing and advertising campaigns,
develop its distributor network, and increase its research and development.
Daniel Stewart & Co PLC is Fraspen's nominated adviser and broker.
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